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Foreword
It is with great joy and profound appreciation that I present this digest of
Divrei Torah about Chanukah that I have been privileged to deliver and
write over the last few years at Boca Raton Synagogue. I have also included
a comprehensive outline and sources for a chabura on the nature of the
mitzvah to light candles. Together there are eight entries, one for each
night of Chanukah.
I want to thank my brother in law, Binyamin Muschel, for his help in
editing this digest and all of my writings. His contribution extends well
beyond commas and spelling, but to invaluable feedback, further ideas,
references and much more. Additionally, I am deeply appreciative to
Kerry Purcell for her tremendous graphic design and layout skills in this
publication and all that BRS produces.
Chanukah reminds us that when we use one flame to kindle another, it
doesn’t dimish the first flame whatsoever. That new flame can kindle
another and another and continue to light countless new candles. By
sharing the original flame, a chain and continuity of light is achieved.
Most remarkably, the original flame doesn’t give up any of its light in the
process.
As the first essay discusses, we learn many lessons of chinuch, Jewish
education from Chanukah and this is yet one more. Our responsibility as
Jewish parents is to kindle a flame in our children who can, and please
God will, in turn light the spark in the Jewish soul of their children and
so on. Though it takes great energy, effort, resources and time to raise
children, our light is not only unchanged and undiminished, when we
successfully ignite the spark in the next generation, our flame burns even
brighter.
This Chanukah digest is dedicated in honor of the Bat Mitzvah of my
daughter Tamar. Yocheved and I are so proud of the young lady and true
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Bas Torah Tamar has become. Though only having been lit a relatively
short time, her candle contributes so much light to our family, to her
friends, and to so many who benefit from her cheerfulness, sensitivity,
kindness and love. We pray that Hashem continue to bless her with a
neshama that is as pure as the flame of the menorah and that He give us
the strength, wisdom and resolve to raise Tamar and all of our precious
children with a genuine love of Torah, true yiras shomayim and a
commitment to illuminate the world with their unique, individual lights.
Without exaggeration, I thank Hashem each and every day for providing
me the privilege of serving Him by sharing His Torah, His ideals and His
values with my beloved family at Boca Raton Synagogue. Yocheved and
I feel beyond grateful to not only have the opportunity to dedicate our
lives to avodas ha’kodesh in general, but to do it in the greatest community,
with amazing people whom we truly love and cherish.
When we share our moments of greatest joy and our experiences of deep
sorrow with one another, we become much more than just members of
Boca Raton Synagogue, we become the BRS family.
We have enjoyed sharing in so many of your simchas, and we thank you
for sharing in ours. May we share many more simchas together and enjoy
the nachas of watching our sparks turn into flames and light little sparks
of their own.
A freilichen Chanukah!
With great love and appreciation,
Rabbi Efrem Goldberg
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Chanukah and Chinuch
The Holiday of Jewish Education
The name of the holiday in which we find ourselves is Chanukah. It is so
named because it commemorates the Chanukah, the rededication of the
Beis HaMikdash and particularly of the Mizbeiach, the centerpiece of the
Temple which the Greeks had defiled (Maharsha to Shabbos 21b). All
dedications are called Chanukah such as Chanukas hamizbeiach, Chanukas
hamishkan, or in contemporary times, when we buy a new home and
invite people for a Chanukas habayis, a dedication ceremony.
Rav Samson Raphael Hirsch explains the etymology of the name
Chanukah as deriving from the same root as the word chinuch, to educate.
Indeed, Rav Hirsch says, it used to be customary to spend time on
Chanukah discussing, strategizing and recommitting to the importance of
chinuch. We know Jewish education is important, but what connection
does it have to Chanukah that they should share a name?

What Is Chinuch?
The Piaseczno Rebbe, Rav Kalonymus Kalman Shapira, defines chinuch
in the introduction to his incredible Chovas HaTalmidim. Based on a
Rashi in Bereishis 14:14, he writes,
Chinuch is the initiation of a person or object into the trade or art
for which it is destined, as in the education of a youth, the
dedication of the altar, or inauguration of a house. The term
chinuch is appropriate when referring to an innate talent that a
person has for a certain art, or when describing the preparation of
a house or object for use. It is a special word with specific
definition, and it is used to describe the realization of latent
potential inherent in a person or object. If we fail to actualize that
potential, it will remain concealed forever. Our mission is to be
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mechanech, to educate the person so that he will become an
accomplished craftsman; to prepare the house so that each room
fulfills its intended purpose; or to prepare the instrument so that
it performs the function for which it was designed.”
According to the Piaseczno Rebbe, Jewish education and Chanukah share
the exact same essence. Both are about dedication, bringing potential into
reality, helping a person or a building fulfill the purpose for which it exists,
and in both we bring greater light into the world.

Each Child Is a Flame
Rav Samson Raphael Hirsch points out that the basic mitzvah of
Chanukah is as the Gemara dictates, ner ish u’beiso, the head of the
household lights one candle and fulfills the mitzvah for his wife and
children. However, says the Gemara, one does the mitzvah in a mehadrin,
enhanced fashion, if ner lechol echad v’echad, each person of the house
lights their own.
Rav Hirsch suggests that yes, we can live life “ner ish ubeiso,” we light the
fire in our own hearts, inspire ourselves and make sure we are warm. But
the proper thing to do, the way to accomplish things in a mehadrin
fashion, is to make sure each person in the home is a burning flame, to
inspire children to burn brightly and illuminate the darkness as well.
Reb Shlomo Carlebach writes:
The holiness of children is that they’re adding their own
light. The holiest house is the house which makes a place for
children to have their own light. In Yehuda Macabee’s time, a
whole generation was lost to Judaism because we didn’t make a
place for them. When do children feel at home where they
live? When their parents know what is special about them. If I
live in a house, and nobody knows what’s special about me, it’s a
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hotel. In the hotel, I’m a number. In my house, I have a special
place.
The holiness of a Jewish house is that two people and their two
specialnesses get together. Out of their two specialnesses comes a
little baby who is special and holy.
There is a very strong story: one of the earlier Lubavitcher Rebbes
came to a city in Russia. There he saw old hasidim with long
beards cleaning the house. He asked them, “What are you
doing?” They said to him, “Tonight the holy Toliner Rebbe is
coming. We’re cleaning the house.”
He said to them, “This is beautiful, all of you old people cleaning
the house. Where are your children?” They said, “We wouldn’t
let the children do it. It is such a big honor.” He said, “That is
why you should let the children do it!” The Rebbe wrote in a
letter, “I hope I am wrong, but I doubt very much that their
children are still Hasidim.”

Chinuch Never Ends
The Gemara continues: mehadrin min hamehadrin is to light additional
candles each night. In chinuch, like in Chanukah, you can’t light one
candle and think you are done. You can’t teach one lesson, share one
value, take advantage of one moment and then become complacent.
Chinuch requires mosif v’holeich, to always add on, teach more, share more
inspiration, and to continue the conversation of life. Our children never
truly graduate the academy of our homes and they never complete the
teachings of their parents. We must be mosif v’holeich, continue to
influence, inspire and motivate them each and every day, never allowing
ourselves to feel too tired to transmit a lesson or too exhausted to take
advantage of a teachable moment.
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On the Way in and on the Way Out
The Gemara continues: ner Chanukah mitzvah lehanicha al pesach beiso
mibachutz, the proper place for the menorah is just outside of the home.
The simple understanding is that this placement will allow for the greatest
publicizing of the miracle, which is our ultimate goal.
But there is something deeper. We are told the menorah goes on the left
side so it is opposite the mezuzah and we are thus surrounded by mitzvos.
It is strange, however, that we would violate our usual rule of giving
deference to the right side in order to be surrounded. Why not light the
menorah right under the mezuzah and have both on the right? Because
right and left aren’t absolute directions; they are relative to one’s
perspective.
In truth, both the mezuzah and menorah are on the “right” side of the
door. The mezuzah is on the right when one walks into the home. We
take the values that the mezuzah represents and stands for and remind
ourselves of the unity of Hashem’s existence, about loving Hashem and
loving others, and about bringing holiness into our lives as we enter our
home.
The menorah is on the right side as we exit our homes and head out into
the street. There, we, and our children, will encounter foreign values,
outside influences, pressures of assimilation, and challenges to our faith.
We see the light of the menorah as we head out and remind ourselves of
our duty and responsibility to illuminate the world, dispel the darkness,
and share the light of Torah.
Reb Shlomo once again puts it so beautifully: “The Chanukah light is by
the door. That means that I’m telling my children, ‘Even if you walk out
the door, the light of this house should go with you.’ Eventually, all the
children walk out of the house and make their own houses.”
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The Role of the Kitchen Table in Chinuch
The halacha continues that bizman sakana, in a time of danger, we bring
the menorah inside and put it on the table. I believe that similarly in
chinuch, when it is a time of danger in which we are losing children to
unhealthy behaviors, lack of spirituality or observance and more, we need
to bring them into the home and to our tables. Nothing can substitute
for the impact of spending time with our children and doing so around
the table with discussion, singing, conversation, genuine interest in their
lives, sharing of stories and divrei Torah, and a healthy exchange of ideas.
Many studies have shown that drug use among teens is inversely
proportional to the number of nights the family has dinner around the
table together. Bizman hasakana, bring the menorah inside and to the
table.

Sustain the Flame
The Gemara debates whether hanacha oseh mitzvah or hadlaka oseh
mitzvah. Is the obligation to light the menorah, or rather to place a lit
menorah in the proper location? For example, if I light a menorah in the
bathroom but then put it outside my home or on my dining room table
do I fulfill the mitzvah? The Gemara concludes hadlakah oseh mitzvah,
the mitzvah is to light, kindle and ignite a flame.
This is our duty with chinuch. My good friend Rabbi Avi Schneider points
out that it isn’t easy to light a match. We have to push it against the
surface and press hard. The match encounters friction, but that tension
creates a spark and a flame emerges. Now what? If you don’t touch the
match to something with fuel like a candle or oil, the match will quickly
go out and you may even get burned in the process. If you don’t sustain
the flame, it will disappear in a puff of smoke.
The same is true with our children. Sometimes there is tension and
friction in seeking to transmit our values and light a spark. If we break
through and succeed, our job is not complete. In fact if we stop there, the
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inspiration will not last and will disappear in a cloud of smoke. We must
sustain that flame with constant fuel, continued education, love, care,
concern, support, inspiration, and encouragement.

Revealing What Was Inside
Lastly, the purpose of the candles is to illuminate the darkness. When we
light the menorah, we reveal what was there all along and simply needed
a light to shine on it.
In chinuch, says the Piascezno Rebbe, we are just revealing what is latent
inside the child all along. We illuminate the way for him or her and allow
them to break through and become the people they are meant to be.
Michelangelo put it best when he described his process of sculpting: “In
every block of marble I see a statue as plain as though it stood before me,
shaped and perfect in attitude and in action. I have only to hew away the
rough walls that imprison the lovely apparition to reveal it to the other
eyes as mine see it.”
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Chanukah – the Holiday of Vision
A husband and wife are getting ready to go to sleep. The wife is ready to
close her eyes but her husband is standing and staring at himself in the
full-length mirror. “What’s the matter with you?” she says. Come to sleep
already.” He turns to her and says, “Look at this, I am so depressed. All I
see is a receding hairline, a growing gut, and wrinkles under my eyes and
what hair I have left is grey. Tell me something positive, something
uplifting so I can go to sleep.” She thinks for a moment and says, “Well
the good news is your vision is still 20/20.”
There is a very strong association between Chanukah and the sense of
sight, of seeing. Haneiros halalu kodesh heim, v’ein lanu reshus l’hishtameish
bahem elah lirosam bilvad. As we sing each night of Chanukah, the candles
are sacred; we don’t have permission to benefit from their light but their
purpose is simply to be looked at. Moreover, we have a unique halacha on
Chanukah. The Talmud tells us – and the Shulchan Aruch records –
ha’roeh mevareich, one who can’t light for himself or herself and sees the
candles of someone else nevertheless makes the second beracha of she’asah
nissim la’avosainu. When I see someone put on tefillin, take a lulav, or
blow shofar, I don’t make a beracha. Only on Chanukah do I make a
beracha when seeing someone else do the mitzvah. Why?
The Kedushas Levi, Rav Levi Yitzchak of Berdichov, tells us that
Chanukah is the holiday of seeing. The different moadim correspond with
our different senses. On Purim our hearing is heightened as we listen to
the Megillah. On Pesach our sense of taste is sharpened when we eat
matzah and marror. On Chanukah, he says, we evaluate our sense of sight,
testing how well we see.

Eyes Are a Liability
What kind of seeing are we honing? It is not our physical sense of sight.
Indeed, in a sort of paradoxical way, our eyes are a liability. We often feel
that “seeing is believing.” If I can perceive and observe it, it is true. If I
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can’t, it is not real. Following this rule, we run the risk of dismissing and
disregarding the most precious truths and realities in our lives. There are
ideas, feelings, thoughts and dreams that are authentic and genuine,
despite the fact that they can’t be seen or observed.
Our Rabbis describe the Greek empire and Hellenist influence as choshech,
darkness. In expounding on the opening verses of the creation story, the
Midrash Rabbah says choshech al p’nei sehom – zu galus yavan. Moreover,
our Rabbis taught that darkening our eyes was the goal of our Greek
oppressors – shehechshichu einehem shel yisroel.

Seeing Beyond the Surface
What is the difference between a room that is filled with darkness versus
one filled with light? Is there any change to the room itself? Whether the
light is on or off in the room, the furniture remains the same, the layout
of the room, the placement of the door, and the height of the ceiling are
a constant. What, then, is the difference between the light being on or off
in my room – just my perception, my ability to identify and see the reality,
the truth and that which was right before me all along. Chanukah is about
seeing things, people, ideas, and miracles that are really right in front of
us, even though we may not be able to visibly see them.
George Orwell once wrote: “To see what is in front of one’s nose needs a
constant struggle.” One can live with their eyes open, perfect vision and
the light on and still be cloaked in darkness. On the other hand it can be
pitch black all around and yet a person can see with complete clarity. The
Chashmonaim didn’t see their few numbers, weak army, and impossible
task. They saw the mighty hand of Hashem, they saw the obligation to
fight, and they saw Divine protection that would accompany them.
Chanukah is about lighting the candles and using them to harness our
sight, not ophthalmically speaking, but our deep vision of what is true,
precious, and dear. When we look at our spouses and children, do we see
the amazing blessing of their presence in our lives or do we hear lots of
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noise, see rooms that need to be cleaned up, and a messy house? When
we face a challenge do we see no way out or an opportunity to further lean
on our Creator? There are truths all around us; it is up to us to decide
what to look at and how to see.

Lighting Candles in Bergen-Belsen
In her “Hasidic Tales of the Holocaust,” Professor Yaffa Eliach shared the
incredible story of Chanukah in Bergen-Belsen:
Chanukah came to Bergen-Belsen. It was time to kindle
the Chanukah lights. A jug of oil was not to be found,
no candle was in sight, and a menorah belonged to the
distant past. Instead, a wooden clog, the shoe of one of
the inmates, became a menorah, strings pulled from a
concentration camp uniform, a wick, and the black camp
shoe polish, pure oil.
Not far from the heaps of bodies, the living skeletons
assembled to participate in the kindling of the Chanukah
lights. The Rabbi of Bluzhov lit the first light and
chanted the first two blessings in his pleasant voice, and
the festive melody was filled with sorrow and pain. When
he was about to recite the third blessing, he stopped,
turned his head, and looked around as if he were
searching for something.
But immediately, he turned his face back to the quivering
small lights and in a strong, reassuring, comforting voice,
chanted the third blessing: “Blessed are Thou, O Lord,
our God, King of the Universe, who has kept us alive,
and has preserved us, and enabled us to reach this
season.”
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Among the people present at the kindling of the light was
a Mr. Zamietchkowski, one of the leaders of the Warsaw
Bund. He was a clever, sincere person with a passion for
discussing matters of religion, faith and truth. As soon as
the Rabbi of Bluzhov had finished the ceremony of
kindling the lights, Zamiechkowski elbowed his way to
the Rabbi and said, “Spira, you are a clever and honest
person. I can understand your need to light Chanukah
candles in these wretched times. I can even understand
the historical note of the second blessing, “Who wrought
miracles for our Fathers in days of old, at this season.”
But the fact that you recited the third blessing is beyond
me. How could you thank G-d and say “Blessed art
Thou, O Lord, our God, King of the Universe, who has
kept us alive, and hast preserved us, and enabled us to
reach this season”? How could you say it when hundreds
of dead Jewish bodies are literally lying within the
shadows of the Chanukah lights, when thousands of
living Jewish skeletons are walking around in camp, and
millions more are being massacred? For this you are
thankful to God? For this you praise the Lord? This you
call “keeping us alive?”
“Zamietchkowski, you are a hundred percent right,”
answered the Rabbi. “When I reached the third blessing,
I also hesitated and asked myself, what should I do with
this blessing? I turned my head in order to ask the Rabbi
of Zaner and other distinguished Rabbis who were
standing near me if indeed I might recite the blessing.
But just as I was turning my head, I noticed that behind
me a throng was standing, a large crowd of living Jews,
their faces expressing faith, devotion, and deliberation as
they were listening to the rite of the kindling of the
Chanukah lights.
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I said to myself, if God has such a nation that at times
like these, when during the lighting of the Chanukah
lights they see in front of them the heaps of bodies of
their beloved fathers, brothers, and sons, and death is
looking from every corner, if despite all that, they stand
in throngs and with devotion listening to the Chanukah
blessing “Who performed miracles for our Fathers in
days of old, at this season”; indeed I was blessed to see
such a people with so much faith and fervor, then I am
under a special obligation to recite the third blessing.”

Chanukah – Seeing with 20/20 Vision
That night in Bergen-Belsen, Mr. Zamietchkowski only saw what lay
before him, dead bodies and terrible suffering. The Rebbe also looked,
but he saw another layer of truth that was equally accurate – that there
was a gathering of people who maintained incredible faith despite the
most horrific circumstances.
As we celebrate Chanukah, let us remember that there are truths all around
us not visible to the naked eye. Let us use the light of the Chanukah
candles to inspire us to see the truth with clarity and 20/20 vision.
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Seeing What is Right Under
Our Noses
Don’t Forget Where You Came From
“Don’t forget where you came from.” It is often said at graduations, it’s
the title of a country music song, and many successful people include it
on their list of the most important things to remember.
And yet, when Yosef HaTzadik ascends to great heights and power in
Egypt, he marries, has his first son and seems to violate this critical
principle. He names his oldest son Menashe – “ki nashani Elokim es kol
amali v’eis kol beis avi, God has made me forget all my hardship and my
father’s entire household.”
What? Yosef HaTzadik, this righteous individual who, when the wife of
Potiphar tried to seduce him he triumphed only because he drew strength
from the image of his father, is now saying he has forgotten them all? And
is grateful for it? How is it possible to be so callous, so crass, so insensitive?
Was it a coping mechanism? Was he simply hardened to his new reality
and bitter? How is it possible that Yosef, who was so close with his father
– who grew up as his ben zekunim – could possibly rise to greatness and
not only forget about his family but actually name his oldest son “I have
forgotten my whole family?”
There are a number of suggestions offered. First of all, it seems to me that
if you name your kid “I have forgotten my family” it means one thing –
you actually haven’t forgotten your family and don’t want to.
Furthermore, Rav Yitzchak Arama, author of the Sefer Akeida, suggests
that Yosef doesn’t mean to say I have literally forgotten them. What he
meant was I have selective memory and have chosen to only look back on
my childhood with nostalgia and good will. I have forgotten the
animosity, conflict, and enmity and remember only the good times.
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Indebted to the Misfortunes as Opportunities
Rav Samson Raphael Hirsch has an altogether different approach. He says
the suggestion that Yosef could forget his family is preposterous.
“Nashani” in this context doesn’t mean to forget. Rather says Rav Hirsch,
it means what noshe means when it comes to Shmita, to be a creditor.
In other words, Yosef celebrates the birth of his son as he enjoys a position
of great prominence in the strongest empire in the world. As he reflects
back on what brought him there he says, ki nashani Elokim es kol amali
v’eis kol beis avi, God has made my misfortunes and my family into
creditors. What had seemed until now to be terrible misfortune indeed
brought me to this most joyous moment, to the point that I am now
deeply indebted to my perceived misfortunes and my family who brought
them on.
Yosef had suffered a string of challenges and hardships. He had not only
survived but astonishingly now found himself thriving. He could have
looked back on the events of his life that led him there in one of two ways.
He could have said, woe is me, I can’t believe I was thrown in a pit, sold
into slavery, falsely accused, forgotten in prison, and abandoned for all
these years by my family. He could have been bitter, hurt, and resentful
and concluded that his success and achievements were despite his
hardships. Instead, Yosef made the choice to look back at his life and say,
I don’t fully understand why I had to endure what I did or why those bad
things had to happen to me, but look at me now and the blessings I am
privileged to enjoy.
We don’t all merit to ascend to power and wealth the way Yosef did. For
many, hardship continues and endures and the light at the end of the
tunnel seems as distant as ever. And yet, I believe the Torah’s message is
that no matter the circumstance, if we approach life with humility and
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gratitude we can identify a blessing in our circumstance, something good
that has come out and feel indebted for the positive we enjoy.

See More With One Eye Than With Two
In a great article, Sight to Behold, L. Jon Wertheim tells the story of Luis
Salazar. A longtime major-league infielder and minor-league coach
Salazar had been out of baseball for a year, happily sitting at home in Boca
Raton. But in August 2010 he got the itch to return so, with the blessing
of Graciela, his wife of 33 years, Salazar sent out his résumé. The Atlanta
Braves offered him a job managing their Class-A Carolina League team,
the Lynchburg Hillcats.
Salazar joined the Braves for their spring training games in 2011 and was
coaching third base one March afternoon. As Wetheim tells it:
Salazar was 55, a former third baseman whose reaction times were
not what they once were. No matter. He had no chance. Not with
slugger Brian McCann hitting from maybe 60 feet away and the
foul ball traveling in excess of 100 miles per hour. The projectile
smacked Salazar in his left eye, making a hideous sound and
knocking him backward down the dugout steps. He fractured his
right arm in the fall, but that was the least of it. He was
unconscious, concussed, and blood poured from his nose, mouth
and eye, puddling around his head as he lay face down. As a
helicopter transported Salazar to an Orlando trauma center, the
players struggled to keep it together, not least McCann, who left
the game.
Salazar regained consciousness in the hospital that night. He says
he saw a white light—”very bright, so bright”—and fell back
asleep. He woke up the next day after a surgery, the first of three.
“What happened?” he asked his wife. She told him. He nodded.
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He went to the bathroom and caught a glimpse of himself in the
mirror. Then the gravity set in. “It’s scary when you don’t
recognize yourself,” he said. “That’s when I knew how bad it
was.”
Doctors first told him the good news. He was alive. And,
blessedly, he’d suffered no brain injury. Then, a few days later,
the bad news: his left eye was so damaged it would need to be
removed.
Six days after he was hit, Salazar’s left eye was surgically removed,
his socket suddenly resembling a garage without a car. He
conceded, that was “a tough day,” but he was more focused on
thanking God that he had come out of the ordeal relatively
unscathed. The doctor told him that losing the eye meant only
that he couldn’t be a fighter pilot. Otherwise there would be no
restrictions. He put a bandage over the eye—beating others to it
by making the obligatory Pittsburgh Pirates joke—and went
about his business.
When Salazar was finally released from the hospital, he drove the
three hours from Orlando to Boca Raton. “I needed to do that
for myself,” he said. On April 15 he made his managerial debut
in Lynchburg. By this point, his story had generated some media
attention—particularly among Braves fans—and a capacity
crowd turned out to welcome the new manager. Graciela was in
the stands as well. “Just putting on the uniform, going to home
plate and handing the lineup card to the umpire,” he said. “That
was the best moment of my baseball career.”
During his season managing in Lynchburg, Salazar often spent
the duration bus trips returning voicemails from friends. “In a
way, I see more now than I did with two eyes,” he said. “I see
friends, teammates I haven’t spoken to in 25 years. I notice more
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around the ballpark. It’s maybe crazy to say, but in some ways it’s
been a blessing.”

Chanukah Candles Illuminate What Is Already All
Around Us
We take as a given that the reason we light the Chanukah candles is to see
the flames. We tend to assume that the pirsumei nisa, the publicizing of
the miracle, is achieved by lighting oil and commemorating a miracle from
many years ago. But perhaps we are missing the point. Maybe the real
purpose is not to see the flame itself but to allow the flame to illuminate
the darkness and reveal what is all around us. Perhaps publicizing the
miracle is not accomplished through the candle, but rather when we take
a moment to consider the trials and tribulations we have been through
and yet allow the light to illuminate for us how fortunate and blessed we
are nonetheless. The Jewish people’s existence after all these years and
systematic attempts to eliminate us… we are the miracles. Each one of us
has struggled, be it with illness, financial hardship, etc. and yet we are here,
we are positive and we are grateful. That is the miracle.
The mitzvah is ner ish ubeiso, and perhaps we can suggest homiletically,
the mitzvah is to see the candle but more importantly to see ish, to see
ourselves and how we are here, and to see beiso, how fortunate we are to
have a spouse, children, a home.
Louis Salazar says he sees more with one eye than he ever saw with two.
When we light that menorah, like Yosef we must see beyond what our
eyes can perceive and see and appreciate the blessings and the miracles that
surround us all along.
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Someone Who Matters
Of Selfies and Autographs
I was sitting at the gate, waiting to board a plane, when a man walked
right past me. Something about his look and walk made him seem like he
was a “somebody.” I didn’t think anything of it until a few minutes later
when I noticed that people were beginning to approach him for
autographs and then stood in line to take a picture with him.
I asked a fellow passenger sitting near me if he knew who the person
was. He said, somewhat incredulously, “You don’t know who that
is?! That is Jeremy Wade, the extreme fisherman and host of Discovery
Channel’s show ‘River Monsters.’” He jumped up to get in line to take a
picture with a celebrity he could put on his Facebook page and thereby
prove that he too was a “somebody” by association.
I have a confession to make. For a brief second—and I mean really just a
millisecond—I contemplated going over to say hello and get a picture as
well. Thankfully, my sanity was immediately restored and I realized,
“Why in the world would I take a picture with someone who may be a
very nice man, but moments ago I had no idea who he was?”

Celeb4aday
The experience humored me until I boarded the plane. Here I have a
second confession to make. I actually read the airline’s American Way
magazine and I was glad that I did, because I read an article that
substantiated the experience I had just had. The article was about Celeb
4 A Day (celeb4aday.com), a service that offers non-famous people a
chance to experience life as a celebrity for a few hours. For a fee, the
company arranges to have mock paparazzi follow you around snapping
pictures and calling your name as you come out of a restaurant or store.
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You probably don’t recognize the name Larry Dobrow and it is even less
likely that you would recognize his face. He is a writer for American Way
who decided to test this company and see if, in fact, having photographers
follow him would fool anyone into thinking he is a celebrity. He describes
himself as having, “a face best suited for AM radio in rural areas, with skin
tone that falls somewhere between pale and translucent… The notion that
anyone would buy me as a celebrity seemed comically far-fetched.”
He arranged with the company his approximate schedule that morning,
but to keep the element of surprise, he didn’t know exactly where or when
they would descend upon him. He was crossing 44th Street in Manhattan
when it happened. “It came in the form of four photographers. They
darted out from behind an illegally parked truck and, before my brain
registered their presence, positioned their cameras inches from my
face. As if this alone wouldn’t command my complete attention they
affirmed it with a persistent chirp: ‘Larry! Hey, Larry” Here, Larry!’”
Larry goes on to describe that moments later, people started to ask him
for a picture together. In total, he estimates more than 30 people
approached him for autographs or pictures simply because they had seen
the fake paparazzi snapping away. They had no idea who he was and
frankly he wasn’t anyone they would likely care about and certainly would
never take a picture with. But that didn’t matter.
Why are so many people infatuated with the lives of celebrities? Why is
our first instinct when seeing someone famous to take a picture with him
or her, or to interact at all, given that in reality we are complete strangers
to one another? Larry Dobrow suggests, “Being in the presence of
‘Someone Who Matters’ is emotionally validating” and “a memento of
that encounter posted on Facebook is the social currency of our time.”
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Someone Who Matters
Someone Who Matters. It all comes down to how we define that
expression. Does appearing on TV or in movies automatically mean that
you matter? Does having great athletic ability translate into being
someone who matters? Does having lots of Facebook friends or millions
of followers on Twitter or Instagram mean that you matter? What does it
mean to matter and doesn’t Judaism answer that question differently than
pop culture?
The original location prescribed for the menorah to be lit on Chanukah is
outside of the home, al pesach beiso mi’bachutz. Halacha allows for it to
be lit inside during what it calls sha’as sakanah, times of danger. The
Chassam Sofer, Rav Moshe Sofer of Pressburg, who lived 200 years ago,
asks, why do we still light inside the home when it is often completely safe
to light outside? What exemption are we relying on today?
He explains that the light of the menorah, like that of the Menorah in the
Temple, symbolizes Torah, and its values, lessons, and teachings. Torah
dispels the darkness and illuminates the world with its timeless messages
and enduring ideals. The Chassam Sofer explains that in the past, the
Jewish home was a pure, pristine, insulated place whose identity and
practices were informed by Torah alone. The menorah was placed on the
outside in order to illuminate the darkness out in the world and to dispel
the unwelcomed foreign influences from penetrating into our houses.

Menorah Inside the Home
Today, foreign influences, pop culture and alien values have made their
way into our Jewish homes. We subscribe to magazines and newspapers,
have smartphones and tablets, TVs, DVD players and DVRs, and web
access everywhere. Included in all of these are powerful and destructive
images, ideas and temptations. Now that the darkness has come into our
homes, says the Chassam Sofer, it is a sha’as sakana, not of anti-Semitism,
but of assimilation, and therefore, we light the candles inside.
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Infatuation with popular culture, obsession with celebrities, and mistaking
people who make headlines for people who matter are symptoms of
darkness. Our celebrities who truly matter should be great Torah scholars
and righteous men and women of impeccable character. We should be
obsessed with real heroes like members of the IDF, coordinators of
Chesed, and simple ehrlich (honest) people who work tirelessly for their
families so their children can receive a Jewish education. They don’t make
headlines and aren’t followed around by the paparazzi, but they are leading
lives that truly matter and being able to say we know them or having a
picture with them should be the social currency of members of a Torah
community.
Our children have all heard of LeBron James and they are likely familiar
with Oprah, but have we made sure they know the name Rabbi Noach
Muroff? A few years ago, Rabbi Muroff purchased a desk on Craigslist for
$150. It wouldn’t fit in the spot he had designated for it so he took it
apart in order to try to make it smaller. When he lifted off the top, he
discovered $98,000 in cash. With his wife’s encouragement, they
immediately called the previous owner of the desk, a woman named Patty,
to tell her they had found her money. She was speechless and later wrote
in a thank you note, “I do not think there are too many people in this
world that would have done what you did by calling me.” The Muroffs
specifically brought their four children with them to return the money the
next day, with the goal of teaching them in his words, “the message of
honesty and integrity.”
Let’s teach our children to celebrate people like the Muroffs. Let’s inspire
them to become tomorrow’s celebrities, not by hiring paparazzi or even
by becoming famous, but by becoming people who truly matter.
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Light the Candles and Be Inspired
to Light Up the World
If Tisha B’av or Yom HaShoah represent days that commemorate dying
al Kiddush Hashem, sanctifying God’s name, Chanukah is the holiday
that celebrates living al Kiddush Hashem. Overcoming enormous pressure
and persecution, the Maccabees refused to abandon their Torah way of
life and to assimilate into the culture and religion that surrounded them.
While facing persecution and oppression, they not only maintained their
values, practice, and identity, but with great courage and resolve, they
fought a much greater force both in number and strength, and ultimately
triumphed in protecting our right to continue to live al Kiddush Hashem
until today.

Illuminate the World
Each night that we light the menorah and seek to literally and figuratively
illuminate the world and dispel the darkness, we follow in the Maccabees’
footsteps in making a Kiddush Hashem. As we gaze at the Chanukah
lights, we are to remember that our mission and mandate as a people and
as a community is to be a light unto the nations.
A few years ago, we had the privilege of celebrating Tani Gross’s bar
mitzvah. Tani’s non-Jewish tennis instructor, Eon, was invited to be part
of this major milestone in Tani’s life and he gladly accepted. He was
nervous about attending a synagogue and anxious about how he and his
wife would feel. Soon after the Bar Mitzvah, he sent me the following
letter describing the experience:
I have to be honest and tell you that I was really nervous about
going to a place I have heard so much about. But I had no idea
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what to expect. Will I be treated as an outsider? Will people
look at me and know that I don’t belong? Also what do I wear?
Where do I sit? What does Jillian do? What if I do something
wrong? As you can see I had lots of question and concerns.
Luckily I had a few club members and friends help me out.
Once inside, Gary [Krasna] showed me where to go, what to
read, and was my personal guide. Not once throughout the
service did I feel like I didn’t belong. I was out of my element,
and a little lost most of the time. But I can honestly say that I
was treated like family. Rabbi Goldberg even worked his way
over to me before his sermon and wanted to make sure I was
okay. And what a fitting sermon it was. The Rabbi talked about
Joseph and how his brothers treated him. They hated him and
could not speak a kind word to him. Rabbi Goldberg talked
about how we treat people. Just because someone thinks
different, looks different or in my case believes in something
different, doesn’t mean we can’t be friends. One day our goal
should be to even love that person.
Sunday was the big party and I felt much more comfortable by
now. There was dancing and food, and more dancing and more
food. Once again as the only two people at the party that were
outsiders, you would never know it… So we ate, we danced, we
laughed and never felt like anyone was judging us. It was a great
night. I am so fortunate and blessed to have been part of Tani’s
special day.
As I sit here now reflecting on my busy weekend I can’t help
but feel a little sad that it’s all over. What I saw this weekend
wasn’t just a Bar Mitzvah but rather a strong and loving
community. It was a feeling of belonging to something that I
really don’t. It showed me that the Rabbi was right. We may be
different but doesn’t mean we can’t get along and can’t build
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better friendships. As Christians and Jews we believe in the
same God; we are all God’s children and should treat each other
in such a way. I would like Rabbi Goldberg to know that his
congregation really does “value diversity and celebrate unity.”

Make Hashem’s Name Great
Rav Wolbe explains that when the Chashmonaim risked their lives to fight
a war for the sake of Hashem, they were, in effect, endeavoring to “make
His Name great and holy in the world” (Al Hanissim).
Please God, we hope to never be challenged to have to fight an actual war
to make His Name great, but we will face opportunities each day from the
way we welcome the “outsider” to shul, to the way we interact at work,
the supermarket or the gym.
May the lights of Chanukah inspire us to make His Name great and to
light up the world with our actions, each and every day.
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Find the Bright Spots
Waving the Lantern
Back in the days before we had electronically controlled gates at railroad
crossings at night, when a train was stopped in a business district or
residential area, a brakeman would be stationed at the crossing and he
would wave a lantern to let oncoming cars know there was a train in their
path.
One night in a small community, a train was stopped at a crossing and the
brakeman was at his post. It was almost midnight when he saw the
headlights of an approaching car. The brakeman waved his lantern but the
car kept coming and it crashed into the train. When the dust settled the
car got the worst end of it and while there were some scrapes and bruises,
luckily no one was seriously injured. Not surprisingly, in a few days the
injured parties were contacted by a lawyer and they decided to sue the
railroad and the case finally went to trial.
During the trial the brakeman testified that he saw the headlights of the
approaching car and he waved his lantern. He further stated, “When I saw
that the car was not going to stop I ran up and waved it again.” After the
trial was over the railroad’s lawyer complimented the brakeman on his
successful performance as a witness. The brakeman said, “Well, I sure am
glad that other lawyer didn’t ask me if that lantern was lit.”
This story is a great illustration of how so many of us feel so often. We are
frantically waving our lanterns from going to work, taking care of our
families, shopping, cooking, cleaning, doing homework, going to doctor
appointments, even going to the gym. We are frantically waving our
lanterns religiously by going through all of the motions — Shabbos with
its demands, rigors and preparations, kashrus with its details and
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restrictiveness, davening with a minyan or even without. Some of us are
waving our lanterns as husbands or wives and as mothers or fathers.

Are Our Lanterns Lit?
But the fundamental question we often lose sight of is, are our lanterns
lit? Is there a fire inside our bellies? Are we energized, excited, creative,
enthusiastic and driven? Do we wake up in the morning with
determination, inspiration and motivation? Or are we going through the
motions, simply mailing it in, totally uninspired, just struggling to get to
the end of each day?
Do we feel deep meaning and purpose in our lives that elevates us and
carries us past the challenges we face?
Or, are we feeling empty, somewhat hollow, and even guilty that despite
having so much blessing, nevertheless there is something missing,
something we crave, something we have experienced in the past and long
to savor once again?

Feeling Dark
Across cultures and languages, people who feel down or depressed (albeit
not clinically) describe feeling in the dark, in a dark mood or dark place
or in a dark period. Some feel “dark” because of a broken relationship,
others because of professional or financial bumps in the road, still others
because they can’t get going spiritually.
It is miserable feeling in a dark mood or place. You want to change it but
don’t know how. Cognitively and intellectually you know all the right
things, you may have even said them to others, but they aren’t working in
picking you up or in getting you energized. You don’t know how to get
the spark back, or how to ignite the flame.
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The Gemara in Shabbos says that even the candles made from material
that are unfit for Shabbos are permissible to be used for Chanukah. The
Meor Einayim, R’ Menachem Nachum of Chernobyl, explains that we
know a candle is a metaphor for a soul: Ki ner Hashem nishmas adam, The
candle of God is the soul of man. We light a shiva candle and a yahrzeit
candle and many are strict not to actively blow out candles because candles
represent our soul. The Chernobyler Rebbe explains, when the Gemara
tells us that candles that are not fit for Shabbos can be used for Chanukah
it is telling us something profound. Even those souls that don’t light up
on Shabbos, that aren’t inspired by Shabbos, can be lit on Chanukah.
These souls can be uplifted on Chanukah.
Shehecheshichu einehem shel yisroel — the Syrian Greeks, the Hellenists,
sought to put us in a dark place. Choshech al pnei sehom zeh galus yavan,
the exile we experienced under their oppression is described by our rabbis
as darkness. Chanukah carries in it the answer and the energy to get out
of the darkness, to bring in the light and to find the enthusiasm,
excitement, and drive we are missing.

Write Your Own Story
Mitzvas Chanukah ner ish u’beiso. The mitzvah of Chanukah is to light a
candle in your home. The Gemara entertains the following question:
hadlaka oseh mitzvah or hanacha oseh mitzvah, is it the lighting or the
placing of the menorah that matters, that counts? If my neighbor lights
the candle and I carry it from his home and place it in mine do I fulfill the
mitzvah or do I need to light?
We pasken hadlaka oseh mitzvah, that one needs to light his own candle.
My neighbor’s candle can inspire me but if I am going to get going, if I
want to fulfill the mitzvah, it is up to me to light my own candle. There
is value in seeing someone else’s candles. Indeed, this is the one mitzvah
where we say ha’roeh mevareich, you make a blessing and acknowledge the
flame, the inspiration of another. Dr. Tal Ben Shahar shared with us
during his visit to BRS that one of the greatest motivators, and far more
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effective than reading self-help literature, is to read biographies. See
someone else’s story. But it isn’t enough to be moved or uplifted by it.
You need to be inspired by it and write your own story.
Each night of Chanukah we stand at that menorah and, when we strike
that match and place it to the candle we should try to see in that flame
our soul, our lives, and recognize that putting a fire in our belly is up to
us. On Chanukah we ignite the flame and the flame ignites us.
Unlike all other physical entities that are drawn down towards the earth,
the dancing flames flicker upwards defying gravity. Ein lanu reshus
l’hishtameis bahem elah lir’osam bilvad, we gaze at those candles and in
them we see our souls that are not satisfied merely being drawn down
towards earthly comforts, but rather aspire and long towards something
higher, something that is beyond.
But how do we get there? How do we break out of this rut?
Tosafos (Shabbos 21 b) is disturbed by a question on the Chanukah story
and the miracle of the oil that lasted eight days. If the yevanim entered the
Temple and destroyed our holy utensils, why did they leave a small flask
of oil? What was it still doing there? Tosafos says shehaya munach b’chosam
b’karka, shelo hesitu hakli, the small flask was embedded in the ground and
the yevanim didn’t see it or touch it.
In a new book based on the teachings of Reb Shlomo called The Soul of
Chanukah, a different suggestion is offered. Why didn’t the Greeks find
that last jar of oil? Reb Shlomo offers that the Greeks did see the jar, but
they figured it’s such a small bottle, why bother with it? It is so negligible
and insignificant it doesn’t matter. They did see it but they dismissed it.
What they didn’t realize is that u’minosar kankanim, na’aseh nes
lashoshanim, from that which was left over from the bottles, the miracle of
Chanukah was birthed.
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Find the Bright Spots
Here is the message of Chanukah : We can break out of the darkness by
finding the one drop of leftover oil and bring light into our lives and the
whole world. In 2010, Chip and Dan Heath wrote a best-selling book
titled “Switch: How to Change Things When Change Is Hard.” Their
research showed that when people want to change they usually focus on
what is broken or what isn’t working, but that this kind of thinking is a
big mistake. Through fantastic case studies and examples they show how
looking for what they call the “bright spots” and learning from them,
nurturing them and expanding upon them is the most effective strategy
for significant change. Don’t look at what isn’t working. Find something
that is working, that is inspiring and exciting and go with it. The Heaths
describe that bright spots are so essential: They provide the road map.
Find the droplets of oil in your life and light a bright fire from them. What
is working? What does get you excited? Where DO you find meaning?
Where have you experienced purpose? Look back for that small pach
shemen in your life and ignite the flame rather than discard it and dismiss
it like the yevanim did.
Elah lir’osam bilvad. Look at that flame you lit and light the fire in your
belly.
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Are You Crazy Busy?
Build More Margin into Your Life
In his article “The ‘Busy’ Trap,” Tim Kreide writes:
If you live in America in the 21st century you’ve probably had to
listen to a lot of people tell you how busy they are. It’s become
the default response when you ask anyone how they’re doing:
“Busy!” “So busy.” “Crazy busy.” It is, pretty obviously, a boast
disguised as a complaint. And the stock response is a kind of
congratulation: “That’s a good problem to have,” or “Better than
the opposite.”
Look around and you’ll notice it isn’t generally people pulling
back-to-back shifts in the I.C.U. or commuting by bus to three
minimum-wage jobs who tell you how busy they are; what those
people are is not busy but tired. Exhausted. Dead on their feet.
It’s almost always people whose lamented busyness is purely selfimposed: work and obligations they’ve taken on voluntarily,
classes and activities they’ve “encouraged” their kids to participate
in. They’re busy because of their own ambition or drive or
anxiety, because they’re addicted to busyness and dread what they
might have to face in its absence.
Busyness is an epidemic and it is wreaking harm and havoc on our
emotional, mental, and physical well-being and compromising our
relationships. Activities and experiences we claim to value and prioritize
sit on the back burner because of our self-perceived busyness. Hillel
warned of this when he taught (Pirkei Avos 2:5), “al tomar l’chesha’ipaneh
eshneh, shema lo tipaneh, don’t say ‘when I have free time I will learn’, for
you may never have free time.” The simple understanding is that we
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cannot predict the length of our lives and if we procrastinate and delay we
may never in fact get to what we claim are our goals.
However, perhaps Hillel is warning us that the issue is not the
unpredictability of the future, but rather just how predictable it is if we
can’t master our sense of busyness. Shema lo tipaneh, perhaps your
addiction to busyness will deny you free time to ever do what you say you
will someday do.
There is a fascinating law regarding the writing of a Torah scroll. The
Talmud (Menachos 29a) mandates that “kol os she’ein gvil mukaf mei’arbah
ruchoseha pesula. If a letter is not entirely surrounded by parchment on all
sides the Torah is invalid.” In other words, if letters run into one another
with no break, the Torah is not kosher. Why do the letters’ borders
matter?
Have you ever read a book whose sentences begin on one edge of the page
and extend all the way to the other edge? Books are not published that
way because if the entire page is covered in ink, the book is
unreadable. Instead, books have margins, white space in the columns and
in between paragraphs. The white space not only provides a prettier, more
readable layout, but provides the room to absorb, contemplate, and
assimilate what is being read.
Rav Kook explains (Shemuot HaRe’iyah IV) that when the medrash
describes the Torah as having been given with black fire and white fire, it
means the words have meaning, but the blank spaces and margins, the
room to absorb, are also critically important. He writes, “We can deepen
our understanding of the white and black fires by considering another
example of white space in the Torah. Extra space is left blank to separate
sections of the Torah. The Sages explained that these separations allowed
Moshe to reflect upon and absorb the previous lesson. In other words, the
white fire corresponds to the loftier realm of thought and contemplation.
The black fire of the letters, on the other hand, is the revelation of intellect
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into the realm of language — a contraction and limitation of abstract
thought into the more concrete level of speech.”
In his book “Margin: Restoring Emotional, Physical, Financial, and Time
Reserves to Overloaded Lives,” Richard Swenson, M.D. writes:
Margin is the space between our loath and our limits. It is the
amount allowed beyond that which is needed. It is something
held in reserve for contingencies or unanticipated situations.
Margin is the gap between rest and exhaustion, the space between
breathing freely and suffocating…
If we were equipped with a flashing light to indicate “100 percent
full,” we could better gauge our capacities. But we don’t have such
an indicator light, and we don’t know when we have
overextended until we feel the pain. As a result, many people
commit to a 120 percent life and wonder why the burden feels so
heavy. It is rare to see a life prescheduled to only 80 percent,
leaving a margin for responding to the unexpected that God sends
our way.
Perhaps building margin into our lives to think, contemplate, and absorb
is also a message of Chanukah. After lighting the menorah, we sing “ein
lanu reshus l’histameish bahem elah lirosam bilvad, we have no permission
to make use of them but only to see them.” It is forbidden to use the light
of the Chanukah candles to engage in activity. The power of the
Chanukah candles is not that they provide light to increase our
busyness. Rather, we are to interrupt our busyness each evening for eight
days, sit next to the glowing candles and reflect.
Women have developed a custom not to do work in the home while the
candles are burning. The Mishna Berura writes that many men have the
custom as well. The light of the menorah reminds us to interrupt the
constant activity and to take a break from work to reflect, contemplate
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and grow. The crazy busy person never pauses to see the blessing that is
before them all along.
When you light the menorah this year, use the mandated idle time basking
in its light to make a commitment to break the cycle of busyness and build
more margin into your life all year long.
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בענין הדלקה עושה מצוה או
הנחה עושה מצוה בנר חנוכה
I.

The ( גמראSource #1) records a debate about the nature of
the mitzvah of נר חנוכה. Is the mitzvah הדלקה, lighting the
candles, or הנחה, having lit candles set in the proper place?
a. ( רש״יSource #2): If it is  הדלקהit is based on the עיקר
 מצוהin the בית המקדש
b. What are the  נפקא מינותthe practical differences:
i. What if you light indoors and then bring it
outside to the proper spot?
ii. What if you light too early in the proper spot
but it is lit once the proper time arrives?
iii. What if a  שוטה או קטן, חרשthose ineligible to
fulfill the  מצוהlight and then an adult places the
 מנורהin the proper place?
iv. What is the proper ?נוסח הברכה
1. ( רמב״ןSource #3) – If in fact the  מצוהis
הנחה, the  ברכהshould be להניח נר של
חנוכה
v. Must conditions be perfect at lighting?
1. ( רא״שSource #4) – does there need to
be the minimum  שיעורof oil when
lighting or can one light and add oil
after?
2. ( רב שטורנבךSource #5) – Can one use
congealed oil that will only become
liquid after being lit?
3. ( שלטי גבוריםSource #6) – can one light
in windy place?
a.  – רב שלמה קלוגרThere is a
fundamental
difference
between lighting in the wind
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and not having enough oil.
One is an intrinsic, inevitable
deficiency and the other
extrinsic and uncertain
b. ( רב אשר וויסSource #7) –
There is no difference and
therefore one would not be
 יוצאlighting on a plane when
it is forbidden to light there
and it will be extinguished.
II.

What is the ?יסוד המחלוקת
a. ( בית אפריםSource #8) – how is  פירסום הנסachieved,
lighting or lasting?
i. If the  מצוהis הדלקה, it is a  חובת הגבראand the
 פירסוםis achieved by the act of lighting.
ii. If the  מצוהis הנחה, it is a  חובת החפצאand the
 פירסוםis achieved by having it lit.
b.  – מראה יחזקאלWhat is the primary miracle that
Chanukah celebrates?
i. If it is that the oil lasted 8 days, the  מצוהis
הדלקה
ii. If it is the military victory, the  מצוהis הנחה
iii. ( רב זילברשטייןSource #9) – this is the gemara’s
question of מאי חנוכה, What is the core miracle
– the oil or the military victory?
c. ( כתב סופרSource #11) – Why is  חנוכה8 days long?
i. ( בית יוסףSource #10) if there was enough oil to
last one night,  חנוכהshould be 7 days, not 8?
ii. If they lit all of the oil the first day and the
miracle is that it lasted for 8 days, there really
should not have been oil the subsequent days
and therefore the  עיקר מצוהis הדלקה.
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iii. If they divided the oil into 8 parts, it is not a
miracle that they lit each day, but the miracle is
that it lasted and so the  מצוהis הנחה.
iv. ( ערוגת הבוסםSource #12) – explains the debate
about כבתה זקוק לה, if the fire went out does it
need to be relit, based on the same question of
the nature of the miracle with the oil.
III.

שיטת הרמב״ם
a. ( שולחן ערוךSource #13) – הדלקהis the mitzvah, and
therefore, if it goes out don’t need to relight.
i.  – ט״זHow are the two issues connected?
b. ( טורSource #14) –  הדלקהis the mitzvah, and therefore,
one must light in the proper place otherwise people will
think personal benefit.
i.  –ב״חThat is not the reason? The reason is
because  הדלקהis the mitzvah so it must be lit in
the proper place to be ?יוצא
c. ( רמב״םSource #15) – in the  בית המקדשa  זרcould light.
i. ( מנחת חינוךSource #16) – if  הדלקהis the מצוה,
how can a  זרlight outside the  היכלand then
bring the  מנורהin?
1. And it is clear that  הדלקהis the  מצוהor
else lighting wouldn’t be דוחה שבת.
d. ( מהר״ם שיקSource #17) – The  מנורהof the  מקדשand
of  חנוכהare different. With  חנוכהthe  מצוהis  הדלקהand
then the  מצוהis complete. If it was lit in the proper place
and in the proper way, that is why even if it goes out, one
need not re-light it. The two  דיניםare connected.
However, the  מנורהof the מקדש, true, the  מצוהis הדלקה
but it is not complete at the momeny of lighting and
must remain lit. If it goes out it must be re-lit, and that
is why even a  זרcan light and then move it.
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e. ( רב זולטיSource #18) – answers our questions based on
the  נמוקי יוסףwho explains that  אשו משום חציוmeans
that one is liable for a fire that spreads and damages
because it is traced back to the one who lit it. This
doesn’t rise to the level of  מלאכהfor  שבתbut does allow
one to light in one place and move it since the continued
lit fire is as if it is constantly being re-lit by the one who
lit it originally.
IV.

Deeper meaning of the ?הדלקה או הנחה – מחלוקת
a. ( רב לוי יצחקSource #19) – Is the  עיקרin  עבודת ה״to
light oneself on fire or to be able to do  מצותeven when
בהנחה
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